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Abstract— This paper discusses the enhancement of 

distribution system reliability with incorporation of 

automation. The control action can be taken during supply 

interruption automatically through isolation of faulted sections 

through sectionalizing process and the possible recloser of the 

unfaulted section to the supply is perform through a control 

centre. The failure of any of the various sub systems of control 

center such as the computer itself the remote terminal unit, 

communication channel and control the component system, 

will degrade reliability of the overall system. This is 

demonstrated using feeder1 of RBTS system. 

Keywords—Single stage restoration,Two-stage 

restoration,control center,Automation  

I.  INTRODUCTION  

Electrical distribution system is the key player in 

supplying electrical energy to customers. The percentage of 

system faults in a distribution system is more compared to 

other parts of a power grid system. The distribution system 

accounts for major part of the losses. Further 80-90% of power 

interruption problems occur in distribution system. These facts 

emphasise the need for a proper study of distribution system 

evaluation. The reduction of momentary and sustained outages 

reacting more quickly to system disturbances can be achieved 

by protection schemes and innovative equipment, such as 

modern remote-controlled switches, breakers, reclosers and 

fault indicators. Automatic and remote-controlled switches 

play important role in automated distribution systems. The 

word automation is used in the context of distribution system, 

to indicate an automatic operation leading to remote control of 

components for proper operation. An automated distribution 

system, in other words, means a coordinated monitoring and 

control of various functions it is supposed to perform. This 

concept percolates to feeder automation as an important step. 

Whenever a fault occurs on a feeder it is desired to identify the 

faulted feeder and get it isolated. Subsequently service 

restoration to the healthy feeder section is needed. This 

process eliminates the need for several manual switching 

operations and enhances continuity in power supply by 

limiting the time duration of interruption. Automation in 

distribution system is provided by using several remote 

control switches. This benefits the system under all conditions 

of operation including occurrence of faults [1]. Distribution 

feeders are mainly arranged to form a radial system. Loads are 

tapped through laterals at various points. For this 

sectionalizing switches are used. There may also be 

connections for alternate supply using normally open 

switches. A fault on a feeder operates the feeder breaker. The 

two sectionalizing switches on either side of the fault get 

opened due to automation. The feeder breaker can be reclosed 

within a short time. This facility restores the power supply to 

un faulted sections very quickly. If these operations are to be 

performed manually it may take much longer time, even an 

hour or more. In this way customer outage can be reduced 

very much. 

II. FAULTS IN AUTOMATED DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM  

In any system two types of faults can be identified. 

They are short circuit fault and ground fault. Generally 

distance relays are used for short circuit fault protection on 

lines. Distance relay operation is based on the impedance of 

the fault point to the relay location and refers this against a set 

value and based on the comparison either the relay operates or 

not. In contrast for ground faults over current relays with 

definite time lag are used. Even zero sequence relays, zero 

voltage relays are applicable in this case. In this chapter the 

operational procedure of automated scheme is considered for a 

short circuited fault condition. This procedure is applied to 

RBTS system and examined for all the configurations. 

Whenever the manual sevices are used a work men crew will 

have to be sent to identify the faulted section and open the 

switches manually. The whole process may take about 1 hr. If 

the switches are automated isolation and reconfiguration may 

be completed with in about 5 sec. The restoration procedure 

which has been divided into two types, namely, single-stage 

restoration (automated or manual) and two-stage restoration 

(partial automation). The reliability indices include load point 
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indices, overall system indices and cost/worth indices and are 

calculated.  

 

A. SINGLE- STAGE RESTORATION  

Sectionalizing switches are used in this way to isolate 

the faulted section and restore supply to the rest of the system 

through reconfiguration [2]. In this type of restoration the 

following four configurations are considered.  

 

1) Manual operation and no alternate supply  

2) Manual operation with alternate supply  

3) Automation but no alternate supply 

 4) Automation and alternate supply 

B. TWO- STAGE RESTORATION  

When sectionalizing switches are automated they 

take very little time (few minutes) to operate. In this type of 

restoration the following two configurations are considered. 

 

 1) Partial Automation and no alternate supply  

 2) Partial automation and alternate supply 

 

III. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION 

 
       The 33/11 kV a Roy Billinton Test System (RBTS) which 

consists of all the basic components such as circuit breakers, 

feeders, sectionalizes, switches, loads as well, a tie –line 

switch is considered for combinations of reliability worth 

indices. Feeder 1 of the Roy Billinton Test Systems (RBTS) is 

considered. The feeder system-1 has 7 distribution 

transformers connected to 652 customers where mean power 

consumption is 3.645 MW. 

A. Results Of Single Stage Restoration 

For the four modes of system operation explained in section 

A. These reliability indices are calculated using Single stage 

restoration. 

 

TABLE 1: Manual operation and no alternate supply 

 

SAIDI(hr/cust-yr) 3.650 EENS(MWh/yr) 13.30 

CAIDI(hr/int) 5.840 AENS(MWh/cust-yr) 0.020 

SAIFI(int/cust) 0.625 ECOST(kRs/yr) 48.433 

ASAI 0.999 IEAR(Rs/kWh) 3.64 

TABLE 2: Manual operation and with alternate supply 

 

SAIDI(hr/cust-yr) 1.449 EENS(MWh/yr) 5.167 

CAIDI(hr/int) 2.319 AENS(MWh/cust-yr) 0.0079 

SAIFI(int/cust) 0.625 ECOST(kRs/yr) 16.767 

ASAI 0.999 IEAR(Rs/kWh) 3.24 

 

Based on the analysis from two Tables 1 and 2 it is observed 

that without automation and with alternate supply better 

results are obtained compared to without automation and 

without alternate supply. It shows the significance of alternate 

supply in distribution systems. From the results it can be 

observed that SAIDI decreases by 60.2% and AENS decrease 

by 60.5% and cost/worth indices ECOST, EENS and IEAR 

decreases by 65.39%, 61.15% and 10.16% respectively.  

 

TABLE 3: Automation but no alternate supply 

SAIDI(hr/cust-yr) 3.249 EENS(MWh/yr)  9.361 

CAIDI(hr/int) 5.198 AENS(MWh/cust-yr) 0.014 

SAIFI(int/cust) 0.625 ECOST(kRs/yr) 23.306 

ASAI 0.999 IEAR(Rs/kWh) 2.489 

 

TABLE 4: Automation and alternate supply 

 

SAIDI(hr/cust-yr) 0.941 EENS(MWh/yr) 3.307 

CAIDI(hr/int) 1.506 AENS(MWh/cust-yr) 0.005 

SAIFI(int/cust) 0.625 ECOST(kRs/yr) 11.481 

ASAI 0.999 IEAR(Rs/kWh) 3.471 

 

Results shown in Tables 3 and 4 confirm that automation 

along with an alternative supply source always is more reliable 

compared to the rest of the cases. The values of AENS and 

SAIDI get reduced by 75 % and 74% respectively as 

compared with Table 1. Similarly the cost/worth indices 

EENS, ECOST and IEAR decrease by 75.13%, 76.2% and 

4.67% respectively. 

B. Results Of Two Stage Restoration 

The reliability indices are calculated considering two 

stage restoration. The results of the above mentioned two 

configurations under the category of two-stage restoration are 

given in Table 5 and Table 6 respectively.  

TABLE 5: Partial Automation no alternate supply 

SAIDI(hr/cust-yr) 1.426 EENS(MWh/yr) 5.06 

CAIDI(hr/int) 2.282 AENS(MWh/cust-yr) 0.0077 

SAIFI(int/cust) 0.625 ECOST(kRs/yr) 16.307 

ASAI 0.999 IEAR(Rs/kWh) 3.22 
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TABLE 6: Partial automation and alternate supply 

 

SAIDI(hr/cust-yr) 1.294 EENS(MWh/yr)  4.411 

CAIDI(hr/int) 2.071 AENS(MWh/cust-yr) 0.0067 

SAIFI(int/cust) 0.625 ECOST(kRs/yr) 13.425 

ASAI 0.999 IEAR(Rs/kWh) 3.04 

It is seen from Table 6 partial automation with alternative 

supply is more reliable compared with partial automation and 

no alternative supply. There is a significant reduction of over 

12.9% in AENS and 9.25% in SAIDI (Tables 5 and 6). 

Similarly there is significant reduction in cost/worth indices 

of over 12.82% in EENS, 17.67% in ECOST and 5.59% in 

IEAR. The influence of automation and alternative supply 

are thus demonstrated. 

 

III.FAILURE OF CONTROL SYSTEM COMPONENTS 

AND RELIABILITY EVALUATION 

 

A. RELIABLE AUTOMATIC CONTROL 

In the modelling of reliable automatic control, 

various subsystems of control systems are assumed to operate 

with perfect coordination. The control centre, communication 

channels, RTUs and sectionalizing switches all operate with 

full reliability. Isolation and reconfiguration of feeders with 

sectionalizing switches is achieved perfectly .  

Eight configurations are considered and the results are given 

below. 

1.  Automation and no alternate supply with probability of 

Failure of a Control center. 

2.  Automation and alternate supply with probability of 

Failure of a Control center. 

3.  Automation and no alternate supply with probability of 

Failure of a Communication system. 

4.  Automation and alternate supply and with probability of 

Failure of a Communication system. 

5.  Automation and no alternate supply with probability of 

Failure of a RTU. 

6.  Automation and  alternate supply with probability of 

Failure of a RTU 

7.  Automation and no alternate supply with probability of 

Failure of a Control system. 

8.  Automation and  alternate supply with probability of 

Failure of a Control system 

 

C. EFFECT OF FAILURE IN CONTROL CENTRE  

The signals received from the RTUs by the computer 

at the centre are processed and appropriate actions are 

initiated, whenever it is required. The implementation of the 

action could either be in real time or through man-machine 

interface. The outage time may be either the switching time 

(about 5 sec) or manual operation time (about 1 hr). The actual 

value depends upon the probability of the computer centre in 

successful mode or otherwise. Thus it may be defined as the 

sum of two quantities viz., (automating switching 

time|Computer up state) ⋆ (probability of computer up state) 

and (manual switching time |computer down state) ⋆ 

(probability of computer down state). Practical data suggests 

2% probability for computer centre down state or failure. 

  

TABLE 7: Automation and no alternate supply with failure in 

control centre 

 

SAIDI(hr/cust-yr) 3.641 EENS(MWh/yr)  13.22 

CAIDI(hr/cust) 5.827 AENS(MWh/cust-yr) 0.020 

SAIFI(int/cust) 0.625 ECOST(kRs/yr) 47.85 

ASAI 0.999 IEAR(Rs/kWh) 3.619 

 

TABLE 8: Automation and alternate supply with failure in 

control centre 

 

SAIDI(hr/cust-yr) 1.440 EENS(MWh/yr)  5.13 

CAIDI(hr/cust) 2.304 AENS(MWh/cust-yr) 0.0078 

SAIFI(int/cust) 0.625 ECOST(kRs/yr) 16.696 

ASAI 0.999 IEAR(Rs/kWh) 3.254 

    

The results of the reliability analysis are shown in 

Table 7 and Table 8. From the above analysis, it can be 

observed that failure at computer centre level, even for a short 

time may lead to considerable reduction in degree of 

reliability. The results indicates that the system outage 

duration SAIDI increases by 34.61% and AENS increases by 

35.89% in comparison with the operation that includes 

alternate supply (Table  4). The cost/worth indices EENS and 

ECOST increase similarly by 35.35% and 31.23% 

respectively. 

C. EFFECT OF COMMUNICATION SYSTEM FAILURE  

The up or down condition or state of a system 

component is always received by the computer centre through 

reliable communication channel. The probability for the 

outage of the communication system may also be expressed 

using conditional probability as in the previous case. Thus, it 

may be defined as the sum of two quantities viz., (automating 

switching time| communication system up state) ⋆ (probability 

of communication system up state) and (manual switching 

time |communication system down state) ⋆ (probability of 

communication system down state). Practical data suggest 4% 

probability for communication system down state or failure.  
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TABLE 9: Automation and no alternate supply with 

communication system failure 

 

SAIDI(hr/cust-yr) 3.633 EENS(MWh/yr)  13.14 

CAIDI(hr/cust) 5.814 AENS (MWh/cust-yr) 0.020 

SAIFI(int/cust) 0.625 ECOST(kRs/yr) 47.179 

ASAI 0.999 IEAR(Rs/kWh) 3.59 

 

TABLE 10: Automation and alternate supply with 

communication system failure 

 

SAIDI(hr/cust-yr) 1.431 EENS(MWh/yr)  5.101 

CAIDI(hr/cust) 2.290 AENS(MWh/cust-yr) 0.007 

SAIFI(int/cust) 0.625 ECOST(kRs/yr) 16.59 

ASAI 0.999 IEAR(Rs/kWh) 3.25 

    

    Considering communication faults in the system, reliability 

assessments are obtained. The new results are obtained based 

on consideration of with and without automation and alternate 

supply with communication system failure. They are shown in 

Table 9 and 10. From the above analysis, it can be noticed that 

failure at communication system even for a short time, may 

lead to considerable reduction in the degree of reliability. The 

results indicate that the system outage duration SAIDI 

increases by 34.2% and AENS increases by 28.57% as 

compared with the values in Table 4. The cost/worth indices 

EENS and ECOST increase by 35.16%, and 30.79% 

respectively. 

D.EFFECT OF FAILURES IN RTUS  

    The probability of failure of RTUs that sense the mode of 

operation of the system element can also be expressed in 

probability mode as follows.  

    It may be defined as the sum of two quantities viz., 

(automating switching time| RTU up state) ⋆ (probability of 

RTU up state) and (manual switching time |RTU down state) ⋆ 
(probability of RTU down state)  

Practical data suggests 5% probability for RTU down state or 

failure 

TABLE 11: Automation and no alternate supply with RTU 

failure 

 

SAIDI(hr/cust-yr) 3.629 EENS(MWh/yr)  13.10 

CAIDI(hr/cust) 5.807 AENS(MWh/cust-yr) 0.020 

SAIFI(int/cust) 0.625 ECOST(kRs/yr) 46.84 

ASAI 0.999 IEAR(Rs/kWh) 3.57 

 

 

 

 

TABLE 12: Automation and alternate supply with RTU 

failure 

 

SAIDI(hr/cust-yr) 1.427 EENS(MWh/yr)  5.08 

CAIDI(hr/cust) 2.283 AENS(MWh/cust-yr) 0.007 

SAIFI(int/cust) 0.625 ECOST(kRs/yr) 16.54 

ASAI 0.999 IEAR(Rs/kWh) 3.25 

 

      Considering RTUs failure in the system, reliability 

assessments are obtained [3]. The new results are obtained 

based on the consideration of with and without automation and 

alternate supply incorporating RTUs failure. They are shown 

in Table 11 and 12. From the above analysis it can be seen that 

failure at RTU even for a short time may lead to considerable 

reduction in degree of reliability. The result indicates that the 

system outage duration SAIDI increases by 34.01% and 

AENS increases by 28.57% as compared with the values in 

Table 4. The cost/worth indices EENS and ECOST increase 

by 34.90%, and 30.59% respectively. 

E.EFFECT OF CONTROL SYSTEM FAILURE  

Thus it may be defined as the sum of two quantities viz., 

(automating switching time| control system up state) ⋆ 

(probability of control system up state) and (manual switching 

time |control system down state) ⋆ (probability of control 

system down state)  

The reliability calculations have been performed 

considering failure events in all the three parts of the control 

system. It was assumed that the computer system fails with a 

2% probability, the communication system with a 4% 

probability, and RTUs with a 5% probability. Therefore Us= 

1- (1-0.02) (1-0.04) (1-0.05). 

 

TABLE 13: Automation and no alternate supply with control 

system failure 

 

SAIDI(hr/cust-yr) 3.607 EENS(MWh/yr)  12.88 

CAIDI(hr/cust) 5.771 AENS(MWh/cust-yr) 0.019 

SAIFI(int/cust)        0.625 ECOST(kRs/yr) 44.935 

ASAI 0.999 IEAR(Rs/kWh) 3.488 

 

TABLE 14: Automation and alternate supply with control 

system failure 

 

SAIDI(hr/cust-yr) 1.401 EENS(MWh/yr)  4.99 

CAIDI(hr/cust) 2.243 AENS(MWh/cust-yr) 0.0076 

SAIFI(int/cust) 0.625 ECOST(kRs/yr) 16.274 

ASAI 0.999 IEAR(Rs/kWh) 3.26 
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Considering control system failure in the system, reliability 

assessments have been obtained. The new results, with and 

without automation as well as alternate supply incorporated 

with control system failure is shown in Table 13 and 14. From 

the above analysis, it can be stated that failure at control 

system even for a short time may lead to considerable 

reduction in the degree of reliability. The results indicate that 

the system outage duration SAIDI increases by 32.08% and 

AENS increases by 34.21% as compared with the values in 

Table 4. The cost/worth indices EENS and ECOST increase 

by 33.72%, and 29.45% respectively. 

 

IV. CONCLUSION 

The impact of Single-Stage and Two-Stage Service 

Restoration on Distribution Reliability is brought out with an 

example using RBTS. The effect of failure of important 

subsystems such as control centre, RTUs etc on the operation 

of the distribution system is demonstrated. The importance of 

successful operation of each sub system with high reliability in 

a composite system is introduced and demonstrated, in the 

above analysis. The full benefit of automation is achieved 

when the computer system, communication channels, RTUs 

and all other components function successfully.  
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